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During October, Mexico took steps to shed its image as one of the world's largest violators of
intellectual property rights, such as joining the Geneva-based Global Organization for Intellectual
Property (Organizacion Mundial de la Propiedad Intelectual, OMPI), and publicly destroying
thousands of pirated music cassettes. But some international organizations dedicated to protecting
intellectual property believe these actions are only token steps, which mask a continuing
widespread problem in Mexico with violation of copyrights.
A major problem, the organizations say, is the inability or unwillingness of the government to
enforce copyright protections. Since taking office in 1988, President Carlos Salinas de Gortari's
administration has been under constant pressure to crack down on the violation of intellectual
property rights in the country, especially the practise of counterfeiting cassette tapes and other
goods from the music industry.
According to the Mexican music industry group Amprofon, Mexico has the world's second-highest
incidence of illegal duplication of records and audio cassettes, surpassed only by China. In October,
Amprofon director Efren Huerta told La Jornada that as many as 65% of the records and tapes
sold in Mexico are pirated. In early October, the Salinas administration did take some novel steps
to confront the problem. First, the government announced that it has successfully negotiated its
membership in the OMPI, and the country will now be permitted to formally join the organization
on January 1, 1995. Once admitted, Mexico will become the OMPI's 74th member, and Mexico will
be the first Latin American country to receive membership in the organization.
In addition to joining the OMPI, in early October the Mexican government also destroyed three
million music cassette tapes that it confiscated on the domestic market in a major push to crack
down on local counterfeiters. In fact, that gesture coincided with a meeting in Mexico on Oct. 5
of the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI), and was in part designed to
boost the government's image as a champion of intellectual property rights. Nevertheless, while
membership in the OMPI and the destruction of the confiscated cassettes are important first
steps, Mexico still has a long way to go to crack down on counterfeiting in the music industry. In
fact, one organization the US-based International Intellectual Property Alliance (IIPA) has even
threatened to invoke a clause in the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) requiring
the US government to use enforcement measures contained in the NAFTA to impose sanctions if
Mexico does not comply with IIPA standards.
"We do not believe that Mexico's recent copyright law amendments meet even the most minimal
interpretation of change to comply with NAFTA," said IIPA director Eric Smith in an interview with
El Financiero International weekly business newspaper. According to Smith, the IIPA has a strong
track record of fighting copyright violations, which has allowed it to successfully curb piracy in
Asian countries like Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan, Indonesia, and Hong Kong. For his part, Jason
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Berman, president of the US-based Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) called on
Mexico not just to crackdown on small-scale counterfeiters but to totally revamp the country's
copyright laws. "The application of these laws must be strict and permanent and not only applied to
the street vendors, but the large-scale manufacturers (of pirated property)," Berman said.
Meanwhile, in a related matter, Jorge Amigo, president of the Mexican Institute for Industrial
Property (Instituto Mexicano de Propiedad Industrial, IMPI) told La Jornada that Mexico is planning
to soon subscribe to the multilateral Patent Cooperation Treaty, PCT). According to Amigo, once
Mexico becomes a member of the Treaty, a company or individual would be able to request patent
protection in all PCT member countries by filing an application in the Mexican PCT office. Amigo
said membership in the PCT would contribute to the "internationalization" of Mexican businesses,
allowing companies to protect intellectual property in markets where they interact. He said more
Mexican businesses are becoming aware of the importance of protecting their intellectual property.
For example, 9,500 patent applications are expected this year, compared with slightly more than
6,900 in 1992.
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